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Rocky Mountain Rescue Dogs, Inc. (RDI) is a
volunteer, non-profit, professional search dog
organization that provides multi-trained
search dogs to locate people missing in the
wilderness, urban, water, avalanche, or disaster situations.
RDI is on call 24 hours a day. Through a
voice messaging system, the request for services may be made by any law enforcement
agency. Time can be very critical when a

person is reported missing. A quick response
means the difference in finding lost people
alive. With pagers, the RDI coordinator can
respond within minutes.
RDI teams consist of a handler and his/her
dog who donate their time and resources to
train in wilderness, avalanche, disaster, urban, evidence/body recovery and water
searching. Each dog/handler team must
meet rigid standards in air scent search,
tracking, canine obedience, mountaineering
skills and first aid. Since an emergency can
occur at any time, the handler maintains a

Fide Canem...Trust the Dog

constant state of readiness, able to respond
at a moment’s notice. Teams are capable of
working day or night, under most weather
conditions and work well with other types of
search resources.
RDI will respond to many situations including:
hikers or hunters late arriving home, overdue
cross country skiers or snowmobilers, mentally or physically handicapped persons,
young children or elderly persons, drowning,

avalanche, potential suicide victims, or persons trapped from a natural disaster.
The Scentinal is published for the benefit of
law enforcement agencies and the general
public interested in canine search and rescue. For further information contact Rocky
Mountain Rescue Dogs at: Emergency Callout 1-800-327-DOGS (3647) Non Emergency/Information 801-241-0250.
www.rockymountainrescuedogs.com
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In Memory of Maya
By Laurie Underwood, RD 19

Laurie and Maya joined Rocky Mountain Rescue Dogs in 2003 shortly after Maya’s first birthday. They
became certified as a level 3 team in area search, tracking, avalanche, and water search.
During their 6 years with RMRD, they responded to over 20 searches and helped teach children to stay
safe in the outdoors during countless demos.
Maya had an amazing work ethic and a great nose. Her specialty was area search and she always
insisted on giving each subject a lick on the face after locating them before returning to Laurie to do her
recall/refind.
Maya was forced into early retirement due to the needs of her growing family in 2009. After her retirement, Maya enjoyed lots of walks in the woods with her family and was still happily chasing her Frisbee
a few days before her death. Maya and Laurie shared a special bond and although Maya will be
greatly missed by her family, she leaves behind many great memories of their time spent together.
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In Memory of Tiki
By Mindy Navarrete, RD 10

I don’t even know where to begin with Tikki’s story; he was such an amazing dog with so many great
stories. Let’s start where we first met……..
I was working as a veterinary technician at Jordan River Animal Hospital when I arrived to work one
morning to see a big, Rottweiler-looking dog sitting in a kennel in a lot of pain. I learned that his owner
was a drug addict/dealer and sometime during the previous night there had been a raid on his home
and during the chaos, this dog had been shot 3 times by the police with a .40 cal pistol and had survived. None of the bullets had struck any vital organs and with the help of some IV fluids and pain
meds, he continued to heal and recover from his ordeal. It wasn’t love at first sight for me, but I think it
was with him. For some reason he would sit quietly in his kennel all day and pay no attention to any of
the other staff in the building, but if he saw me or heard my voice he would start to wine and cry for me
and would only stop once I paid attention to him. I can’t explain it, but it’s a very special feeling to have
a dog choose YOU. We learned from a friend of the owner that he was approximately 2 years old and
that his name was Rottikki. I called him Tikki.
I brought Tikki home to live with me just after Memorial Day weekend 2003. I knew right away that this
was a special dog and that he was meant for something more than to just be a sit-at-home house pet,
so I began to search for activities that we could do together that would test his smarts and drive. I
spoke with a client at Jordan River named Ed and he told me how his Great Dane Taboo had just
passed their Level II testing with Rocky Mountain Rescue Dogs. I asked what RMRD was and he gave
me some information. I looked them up online and decided to give them a call. I spoke with a very nice
guy named Charlie and he told me all about the group and what they do. He was very blunt and explained that this commitment would require much of my time AND money and I would get no compensation in return, this was completely a volunteer endeavor. He invited me to the next group workout
and after begging my friend Stephanie to join me; we went and watched the group do a water workout
in Stansbury Lake. We were immediately hooked and I just KNEW that Tikki would be great at this
type of work.
Tikki and I were voted into the group as candidates in October 2003. We were so excited to start our
training. Tikki took to SAR work immediately. He was VERY motivated to find his victim and receive
his stuffed animal. He would do ANYTHING for a stuffed animal and his chosen alert of barking came
VERY naturally to him. We once had another member of the team debate with me about the reliability
of the bark alert vs. recall. He has suggested that the bark alert wasn’t reliable because if the dog was
quite a ways away from the handler when he located the victim the dog would most likely stop barking
after a while and then come looking for the handler and not be able to do a recall. I argued that while
Tikki did at times work far from me, he would in fact stay and bark for however long it would take for
me to get to him and if he did eventually leave the victim to find me, he would naturally do a recall. He
didn’t believe me……..so we put the theory to the test. We hid a victim and as soon as I saw that Tikki
had her scent and went for her, I ducked behind a building and waited. We started timing Tikki as
soon as he started barking. Tikki sat and barked at the victim for a SOLID 5 minutes before he finally
left her to find me. When he came to me, he barked and did a FANTASTIC recall and barked again
when re-locating the victim. Tikki did a great job converting all those non-believers! Haha.

Continued on Page 6
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By Mindy Navarrete, RD 10
Continued from Page 5

Tikki loved all aspects of his SAR work and excelled at most of them. He enjoyed the freedom of working
areas off leash, the exhilaration of digging through the snow to find his buried avalanche victim and the
bliss of combining his two favorite things in the world……water and searching. But as a team, Tikki and I
found our niche in on-lead trailing. We spent many hours training in California with experts in this area and
countless hours trying to perfect our technique here in Utah with fellow handlers. Never have I put so
much trust in another living thing in all my life and never did he let me down. He knew his job, he knew
what was expected of him and he would do anything for me. Whenever we messed up a trail or problem,
you could ALWAYS track the problem back to me, the other end of the leash, lol. During the 6 years that
Tikki and I searched with RMRD we went on many missions and adventures. We searched the majestic
High Uintas, the red deserts of Moab, the flat lands of Wyoming and many, many others. We shared many
great experiences together and came away with some REALLY great, often funny, stories to tell.
Due to life getting in the way of things, as it always does, Tikki and I had to go to an inactive status with
RMRD in January 2009 so that I could work full-time and attend school full-time. Unfortunately there just
wasn’t any time left to commit to SAR work during this time. I had a very hard time with this decision because I knew that Tikki had a few good SAR years left in him, but by the time I finished school, he would
be too old to return. I was essentially forced to retire him early and this was very hard for me, I felt that I
was betraying him. Tikki and I never returned to SAR work, but we got out as often as possible to hike and
explore our beautiful mountains together and Tikki loved this.
On Sunday February 17th, 2013 I noticed that something wasn’t quite right with Tikki and just a few short
days later on Thursday February 21st I said goodbye to my best friend forever. Tikki had suffered from a
very aggressive, quick growing rectal tumor. It was inoperable, he was suffering, and despite everyone’s
best efforts to save him, there was nothing I could do but give him peace and say goodbye. I don’t think
that you can ever prepare yourself for something like this; it has been the most difficult thing that I have
ever had to go through. You see, when you are blessed enough to have the opportunity to actually work
with a dog and be their partner in something as great and important as SAR work, you develop a bond
with that dog unlike any other bond in the world. You depend so much on each other that they become the
other half of you. Tikki was my dog, my partner, my companion, and my best friend in this whole world.
The last words I spoke to him as I held him in my arms and he began to slip away was “Take care of my
heart buddy, cause you’re taking it with you”. Tikki will wait for me at Rainbow Bridge and we will get to be
together again someday, but until then his memory will live on in the hearts of all of those who knew him.
Love you buddy, you will always be my handsome boy Tikki.
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Training Missions 2013
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Search Missions 2013
Beaver County
Brigham City
Duchesne
Rich County
Sanpete County
Utah County
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Community Demonstrations 2013
Alta Youth Club
Box Elder County
Boy Scouts of Orem
Girl Scouts of West Point
Hawthorne Elementary
Rowland Hall St. Marks School

Donations 2013
Barb Altum

Community Shares of Utah

Truist

Lenovo-Frank Hosea

Vernal Wilderness Program

We are grateful for the donations we have received. Rocky Mountain Rescue Dogs is a volunteer, non-profit
professional search dog organization. If you would like to make a contribution please refer to the back page
of this newsletter.
Thank you for your contributions.
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Midvale, UT 84047
1042 East Fort Union Blvd. #334

Rocky Mountain Rescue Dogs, Inc.
I would like to help contribute to
ROCKY MOUNTAIN RESCUE DOGS, INC.
Please accept my donation of:
_____ $500.00 or more

Major Sponsor

_____ $100.00- $499.99

Honorary RMRD Sponsor

_____ $50.00 – $99.00

Search Dog Sponsor

_____ $5.00 - $49.00

Friends of Search Dog

From:
Name: _______________________________________________
Address: _____________________________________________
City: ____________________ State: ______ Zip: ____________
\Mail to:

ROCKY MOUNTAIN RESCUE DOGS, INC.
1042 East Fort Union Blvd. #334
Midvale, Utah 84047

